WELCOME TO #EDays2017! Complete the following tasks and Tweet or Instagram all photos to @CSU_ECC using the hashtag #EDays2017. You will want to make groups of 2 – 4 people. Come up with a team name and along with #EDays2017 put #YourTeamName. Make sure that someone in your team is visible in every photo. The top three groups to complete the most items on the list will win PRIZES! The deadline to submit your photos is 2 pm on Saturday, April 15. The winners will be announced around 3 pm at the Carnival which will be held on the lawn south of the Scott Bioengineering Building on Saturday.

SCAVENGER HUNT TASKS

- Take a picture with as many Ram statues as you can find
- Find a “Welcome to Colorado State University” entrance sign
- Find the Mario statue on campus
- Stand on the Free Speech Stump
- Take a picture with the geese at the Lagoon
- Find the BSB Balcony – Reenact the Titanic flying scene
- Take a mirror selfie in the Scott elevator
- Phone home on the pay phone in the Engineering Building
- Find the Pendulum
- Take a picture with a large group of strangers
- Capture the statue in the Quad
- Take a picture with a CSU staff member
- Pay your respects at the cow’s grave on the Quad
- Find the grizzly bear near the Oval
- Find the “High Water Mark” from the flood of 1997
- Hike up to the A – take a picture with your group
- Take a picture with Hughes Stadium in the background
- Take a picture next to the Horsetooth Reservoir
- Take a picture at the E-Days Kickoff BBQ on Thursday
- Contemplate a piece of art in the Curbman Gallery
- Find your favorite Mr. Blackwell dress in the Avenir Museum
- Find an electric vehicle charging station on campus
- Find a quote by a former CSU President in the LSC
- Relax in the UCA gazebo
- Find the Chemistry liquid nitrogen tanks
- Cross the finish line on the track
- Find the two turtle brothers who can’t see each other
- Say hello to the workers in the Chemistry Stockroom
- Play a tune on an outdoor piano
- Take a picture with the Powerhouse in the background
- Tie Breaker: Take the most outrageous picture possible